AI enabled impact and recovery assessments conducted online: Data driven insights, lower cost

Call to Action

The WHO is concerned that we are at the beginning of a recurring cycle of extremely dangerous annual global pandemics. Impacts are compounded by hyperconnectivity and interdependencies in a world growing in uncertainty. Organisations need to learn how to understand, anticipate, respond and recover
seamlessly as these and other events occur.

SoluxR: What we do

We automate internationally proven and accepted risk, strategy, resilience, business recovery methodologies. Online assessments are easy to complete using any
Key Benefits.
mobile device. Our algorithms generate
explainable, data driven, evidence based, actionable results. Agile decision making is facilitated dynamically by running
different scenarios using filters and drill downs into live data as required. Clear, meaningful data outputs are presented in highly visualised formats. We deliver
results with much shorter lead times, at a much-reduced cost and with a lot less interruption to business-as-usual
•
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•
•

•

Get a single view of what’s going
across organisational silos
Improve decision making with
structured insights from across
your front line decision makers
Use scenarios to foresee what’s
around the corner
Understand your COVID-19
impacts in each country, across
roles, business processes and
systems
Early alerts to critical,
behavioural and change issues
associated with new ways of
working.

•

•
•

•
•

Rapid assessment of the impact
and effectiveness of urgent
remediations (< 7 days).
Detect systemic issues across
departments and regions
Provide key input into longer
term risk strategies given the
potential for prolonged
pandemic cyclical crisis in the
years to come.
Gauge employees’ true feelings
and their implications as the
COVID-19 crisis unfolds.
Fulfil regulatory requirements

Key Features
•

Dependable, easy to use and fast

•

Outputs: Real-time information direct from front
line decision makers across your organization

•

Outcomes: Evidence based inputs helping to
improve management discussions, thinking and
quality of decision
making.
Key
Features

For more information
contact:

Info@soluxr.com

